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I am honored to welcome you to the profile of Chemikuwait, through
which we show our pioneering role in our mission to serve this precious
country. We are committed to achieving strategic initiatives in the oil
industry, including the development and promotion of our products,
strengthening our position in the local market, strengthening our trust
and loyalty to our customers, and setting up various events to promote
our products. Through this booklet, you will be able to identify our vision,
mission, goals, and means to achieve this mission.
In this context, we stress on the pivotal role of the parties concerned in
supporting our march towards the establishment of a strong company in
the petroleum industry, which is a basic component of economic
diversification and social progress in Kuwait. We are proud to adopt
innovative means to strengthen our relationship with all parties in the
industry.
I thank all of those who contributed to introduce the outstanding effort to
the real world. God bless.

ALAA HASSAN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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SAFETY FIRST
Chemikuwait is works hard to maintain the safety standards and the highest
level of preventive measures in the industrial unit. We are able to maintain the
safety of our employees as well as the safety of the industrial units used and
most importantly the environment that we operate in.
The company is working to fulfill and abide by the highest international safety
standards. In this regard, we strive to complete all of our daily working hours
without any accidents in our factories, to reflect our full awareness of an
effective safety policy.
Above and beyond our classic safety philosophy, Chemikuwait also ensures to
apply the right approach in any challenging circumstances in order to maintain
our health and safety standards. Therefore, Chemikuwait’s target is to have all of
employees and families vaccinated by end of this year.
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ChemiKuwait works in the industrial sector and has
deep roots in the petrochemical industry which
serves the markets centers since 2002. It is privately
owned under 100% Kuwaiti ownership, managed and
operated by a professional team, operating in the field
of manufacturing industrial chemicals. Today,
ChemiKuwait team consists of over 60 members.
The main goal of the company is to provide
competitive and quality chemical products through
environment friendly operations and a reliable
technical knowhow provided by reputable firms like
Alder Italy co. ,Lurgi Germany co. and Simpson UK co.
We are focused on establishing chemical plants for
industrial chemicals that are presently not
manufactured in Kuwait. Thereby, we are sharing the
Government’s vision of promoting and establishing
industries within the country for its economic growth
and diversification.
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OUR VISION
To be an indispensable partner in the journey of
all those whose life we touch.

OUR MISSION
Commitment to leadership in energy markets
through our competitive advantage in providing
the highest quality of petroleum products and
services to our customers.

OUR OBJECTIVE
Expansion and enhancement of our projects
and services in Middle East and in the global
world.
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OUR PRODUCTS
T O D AY

Demineralized Water

Batter y Acid

Sulfuric Acid

Water is not only the primary factor
in the vital field, it has a major role in
the various industrial fields. It is an
indispensable element in the
industry. Due to the diﬀerent
chemical reactions between minerals
manufacturing process,
Demineralized Water which is filtered
and processed for consumption in
various industries to have no eﬀect
on absorption processes. It is
deionized water, which has low
minerals and salts. This process is
done in more than one way.

The battery acid is the indispensable
product in the automotive industry.
Due to its importance in the local
markets, our brand acid batteries
have been introduced to serve the
increasing demand in the Kuwaiti
market. We have worked hard to
have all the equipment needed to
produce battery acid in Our site and
under our full supervision. We have
full ability to deliver the product
within a short period of time they
request the material.

Sulfuric acid is one of the most used
chemicals, and its production rate is
evidence of the development of the
state in the field of industry. It is
used in diﬀerent fields such as oil
refining, cosmetic, fertilizer and
organic waste. Due to that we cooperated with LURGI is a Sulfuric
acid is one of the most used
chemicals, and its production rate is
evidence of the development of the
state in the field of industry. It is
used in diﬀerent fields such as oil
refining, cosmetic, fertilizer and
organic waste. Due to that we cooperated with LURGI is a worldfamous company in the
manufacturing of sulfuric acid plants
under high quality of supervision.
This was done in 2002 and we
achieved the highest level of product
quality. We used the best technology
under our integrated supervision.

Demineralized water produced by
Ion-Exchange process with pH
( 5-6 ) and conductivity ( 1-5 ) μS/cm
. It can be delivered by Iso- tank
( 1000 L ) and jerry cans ( 20 L ) .
gravity (1.25 – 1.26) .IT can be
delivered as blue jerry cans (20 L /
25 kg). Our filling unit is capable to
deliver the product with high quality
for our customers with short time
from their inquiry.

It’s dilute sulfuric acid (33.4 wt %)
which is called also electrolyte acid.
it’s colorless aqueous solution with
specific

It is a colorless liquid, highly soluble
in water with high melting
temperature, called in world-wide
(work horse) and highly corrosive, a
strong metallic acid (H2SO4) with
molecular weight (98 g / mole) –
( 98.5% of the mass) with a S.G up
to 1.84 .Its processing method is
processed by contact method and is
one of the modern methods of
producing sulfuric acid. In packing, it
is filled in ISO - tank (1000 liters) or
isolated tanker (25 tons) or blue jerry
cans (37 kg).
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OUR PRODUCTS
THE FUTURE

Biofuels

Bioethanol

Biodiesel

Biofuels are fuels produced directly or
indirectly from organic substances such
as plant materials and animal waste.

Bioethanol is a renewable energy source
manufactured by fermenting the sugar
and starch components of plant byproducts - mainly sugarcane molasses
and crops like grain.

Biodiesel is a renewable fuel that can be
manufactured from vegetable oils,
animal fats, or recycled restaurant
grease and is used as fuel in diesel
vehicles.

The Bioethanol has several uses,
namely: it can be blended with petrol to
make a truly sustainable transportation
fuel, and it creates the clean burning. It’s
also used in hospitals for cleaning &
sterilization as well as the
pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries.

The physical properties of Biodiesel are
similar to those of petroleum diesel, but
it is a cleaner-burning and more
environmental friendly alternative.

Biofuels can be liquid or gaseous
transport fuels. The two most commonly
produced biofuels are Bioethanol and
Biodiesel.
Biofuels serve as a renewable energy
sources that are alternative to fossil
fuels. They help in the reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions and
contribute to environmental conservation
and sustainability.
By 2020, the EU aims to have 10% of
the transport fuel of every EU country
come from renewable sources such as
biofuels. Fuel suppliers are also required
to reduce the greenhouse gas intensity
of the EU fuel mix by 6% by 2020 in
comparison to 2010.
Demand for biofuels is sustained by
obligatory blending, growing
environmental concerns and the rapid
depletion of crude oil deposits.
Biofuels represent an immense growth
opportunity around the world and have
an important role to play in displacing
the fossil fuels the world has relied upon
in the past with a cleaner, renewable
alternative.
Chemikuwait is planning to planning
to execute two Biofuel projects with
its partners in the region, namely
Bioethanol and Biodiesel projects.

Chemikuwait plans to build a Bioethanol
factory which will be designed and
supplied by the Spanish Company
Tomsa Destil, one of the top biofuel plant
supplying companies worldwide.
The project is considered a green
industry providing clean fuel, using byproducts that do not aﬀect the Global
food system

Biodiesel can be used in pure form
(B100) or may be blended with
petroleum diesel at any concentration/
proportion in most injection pump diesel
engines.
New extreme high-pressure (29,000 psi)
common rail engines have strict factory
limits of B5 or B20, depending on the
manufacturer.
Biodiesel has diﬀerent solvent properties
than petro-diesel, and will degrade
natural rubber gaskets and hoses in
vehicles as well. Biodiesel blends can
also be used as heating oil.
Chemikuwait plans to produce Biodiesel
in the region with used cooking oil.
The production facility will be designed
and supplied by the Spanish Company
Tomsa Destil, one of the top ranking
biofuel plant supplying companies
worldwide.
The project is considered a green
industry, providing clean fuel using
recycled products which enhance the
environmental preservation eﬀorts and
eliminate the adverse impacts.
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O U R S T R AT E G I C P A R T N E R S H I P

Chemikuwait sign agreement strategic relationship
with Halliburton to manufacture specialty chemicals
that are essential in the oil and gas upstream industry.
Using the latest Halliburton technologies, Chemikuwait
has already established the special units necessary to
produce some of these chemical components and
materials.
For its part, Chemikuwait sees this welcomed
relationship as a new important development for the
advancement of the oil sector and general industries.
Chemikuwait believes that this agreement is a step in
the right direction to building a successful industrial
base for Kuwait. It will advance the local economy and
help improve the chances of diversifying the economy
of Kuwait, as per the national plan.
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OUR CUSTOMERS

NTC
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West Shuiba Industrial Area Plot No 79, Meena
Abdullah
(965) 23260606
(965) 23260607
(965) 23260700
Q8acid@chemikuwait.com

www.chemikuwait.com
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